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About This Game

PLANUM is a 2D raner in which you will operate an aircraft in the vicinity of the World. You have both allies and enemies. But
PLANUM would not be such an interesting game if not for the addition of a third kind of aircraft. "Nitral" aircraft are not,

neither enemies, nor allies. Unfortunately you can not know who you are going to score, and only thanks to your intuition you
can get the bonus you need. PLANUM is one of the most difficult games! You will have to work hard to get to the final design.

What is your reward at the end? Firstly, the game is endless. You can get as many points as your heart desires. And secondly, the
way passed is a reward!

Is waiting for you:
- Author's graphics

- Unusual GamePlay
- Form style

- Beautiful music
- Endless game
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This game has a very very good idea and it's cheap. It could easily be used for officers (even virtual officers), but the game is
very buggy & not up-to-the task, even for its price. I'll keep it though, if something good happens, but i've seen too much Unity
games getting abandoned, so i wouldn't count on any upgrade any time soon.. Can't fix camera height in vr.. Ur a green fox, then
a pink fox with a gun, and then idk whats next im stuck on a level. This game has some of the most ingenious mechanical and
puzzle design you will ever see. It somehow manages to have metroidlike progression, where you see treasures and routes you
can't take yet, but will on later visits, despite having no unlockable player abilities. It achieves this unprecedented feat by
teaching you new and non-obvious mechanics as you progress through the various stages, which you can then use to solve other
challenges you passed earlier. This teaching happens organically as you solve puzzles; there is no text or spoken dialogue in the
game.

Toki Tori 2 is an under-appreciated gem and one of the best puzzle games ever made. 10\/10. There is alot of people who still
play this. It's unique. A good game. I recommend it.. I would like to say that this game is worth your money, but it's not. The
story is good, but there are a few bugs in the game. One bug that kept me from beating it, was that it kept locking up on me
during week 50 when I was playing as the girl. The gameplay is tough to figure out on your own since there is no guide to this
game (as of yet) so it's hard to figure out what stats you need before events..
░░░░░░░██████╗░███████╗██████╗░░
░░██╗░░██╔══██╗██╔════╝██╔══██╗░
██████╗██████╔╝█████╗░░██████╔╝░
╚═██╔═╝██╔══██╗██╔══╝░░██╔═══╝░░
░░╚═╝░░██║░░██║███████╗██║░░░░░░
░░░░░░░╚═╝░░╚═╝╚══════╝╚═╝░░░░░░
░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░░. Pulled up near a construction site today while
thumping Syntax.

Construction workers actually started dancing to it.

Hilarious. Made my day.. Rescue Team 2 is an enjoyable time\/resource management game and the second game of the series.
You collect resources, repair buildings and roads, put out fires, and remove debris. You also rescue the residents. It's a fun game
and you should get it if you are a fan of the genre.. This unit is super useful in the Skavin warband.
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*Update: I have just been able to finish chapter one, so I've decided to update my review*

Having just finished chapter 1, I can say I am pretty happy with this game. If you enjoy older style Point and Click adventure
games then this is likely up your alley. It seems very much an homage to the Monkey Island games. I can't directly compare the
two, but it has some puzzles very similar to some in those games and even a direct reference in the dialogue at one point. I will
say that in comparing it to that, it is very much in the older style point and click games. If vague clues, and running around just
trying to combine every item with every other item, or trying to interact every item with every interactable part of the world isn't
your thing then you may not enjoy the game.

My only real compaints would be it's a tad short, but I've yet to play chapter 2 which is also included so we'll see what that adds
to the playtime. As well as mentioned in my original review, that I would of prefered a way to skip through dialogue with the
mouse, instead of having to use the escape key. As well as the dialgue ending up being a little hokey at times, with humor being
slightly heavy handed. There are still some technical issues I'd run into, the occassional game freeze with certain interactions,
the sound sometimes skips or repeats itself or animations could be a little funky but if none of that is deal breaking, i'd say the
game is definately an enjoyable experience.

As a footnote, I'd like to say a thank you to dev team. One of them had been in contact with me the past couple of days, taking
information from me and giving me updates on fixes they had been working on that pertained to my issues. He found the issue
with my anti-virus and the games engine, that was causing all the crash issues I was having and got me a workaround so I was
able to play. Any dev team willing to help out the playerbase like that deserves recognition.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Keeping my original post here, though most technical issues are no longer appliciable. Ended up being an issue with my anti-
virus and the Unity3D engine.

*Update: One of the devs has been in contact with me, taken information from me on my issues and said they will be working
on trying to fix what they can as soon as possible.*

Wish I could recommend this game, but as it currently stands for myself I cant. When it actually works, its a pretty fun retro
style point and click adventure. The story seems interesting, the graphic styling is pretty good. Solving things so far hasn't been
too over the top as far as I've been able to play. The only real non technical complaints I'd have for the game is the inability to
skip dialogue without having to use the escape key, I prefer to play these types of games with only the mouse, so it's a little bit
of a pain. As well as the writing being a little hokey, tries a little too hard to inject humor and it falls flat at times.

But when it works is not very often, between the game straight up crashing or freezing during interactions. Or the inventory UI
becoming totally uninteractable without having to quit out of the game and then restart it, trying to get anything done is super
frustrating when almost the entirety of the game is randomly trying to interact objects with things in the environment and its a
crap shoot on whether or not the game is going to just freeze or crash every time you do. If they can fix these glaring technical
issues, and the game is actually playable I'd be willing to update my review.. Do you like beat'em ups like Golden Axe, even
Battle Toads, or Streets of Rage, any kind of arcade button masher? Love kick♥♥♥♥♥music from 80s/90s video games and
music? Do you love to wreck a mother ♥♥♥♥er? Then read this.

I didn't expect much since I got this in a bundle of games but it has knocked my socks off.

The art is totally like a comic book you'd read in the late 80s and the environments are so well designed, they almost look like
illustrations from the "Heavy Metal" magazine, though the character designs are a bit more modern, and did I mention the music
rocks♥♥♥♥♥and kicks your ears in the face?

This is a game made for older gamers or people who like older things. The sense of humor is adult, hilarious, and full of
references, with more than one to Monty Python and and a load of jabs at the games that inspired Eye of Draconus, the wit is
just so great. The voice acting is good too and the actors have great timing, they made me bust a gut.

The gameplay itself is your standard beat'em-up from the 80s and 90s, but leaning more toward Golden Axe. You move all
directions, have an attack move, a jump, and jump attack of course, a grab button to pick up food and power-ups, and you have
a special ability button that does cool attack varying by character, the Wizard's special ability is especially funny but I don't want
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to spoil it. You also come across enemies with mounts which you can steal and use for a while. You even get the sword sign that
says when to "GO", and the controls are sooo smooth. Did I mention the music?

You get to pick from three characters: The Barbarian, the Wizard, and the Thief. Each character, of course, has unique abilities
and their special moves are all varied and fun. The characters themselves(and voice actors) as I said before are great, absolutely
spectacular. The jokes are top notch, and did I mention the awesome music?

The game also boasts smooth local play but apparently the online COOP is waiting for a patch and isn't very functional at this
point. Like most beat'em-ups from the old days it get's pretty mindless and repetitive, but that's part of the fun. The music is
awesome too.

The game is pretty short but it makes for a lot of play throughs with all your friends, so it's kind of a good thing and kind of a
bad thing, but the gameplay is well paced though and the difficulty dosen't jump from stage to stage. Plus the awesome music
helps to keep you in that mind setting of destroying everything on screen.

So, I would definitely recommend getting this game if you like the sound of what I described, and if you grew up in the 80s/90s
you will definitely not be disappointed by the amazing nostalgia factor.

9/10 (1 extra point for nostalgia). I do not believe I have seen a crappier game then this in a while. For the love of god steam,
why do you keep accepting mobile ports? Especially when said mobile ports are free on mobile, and ironically, even work less
on them, then on a PC.

Pro+ You die quickly so you can exit and refund

Cons+Horrible interface
You shoot like a blind stormtrooper
You would more then likely lose to stormtroopers because you stand in one place, letting zombies bludgeon and bite you into
tiny little shards
Game is free on mobile, not here.
Developers copy and paste stuff to every question or review, asking you to "Maybe ask help from someone who has survived for
more then 300 days?"
Did I mention your amazing stormtrooper like qualities?
You can't change your resolution and are stuck to a tiny screen

Summary: Don't buy this game. Just don't. You'll have a more profitable purchase by buying some meme game like grass
simulator.. THIS GAME IS A SCAM
DO NOT BUY. I bought Clash of Heroes mostly because I'm a completionist and already own the Might & Magic, Heroes of,
and Heroes Chronicles series in their entirety. I didn't expect much, but I'm really having a good time playing it. It's definitely
my favorite color-matching game of all that I've tried. I definitely recommend giving it a go.. Preety good challenges. awesome
game!!!! buy it damn you all!!. You play in first person switching between three characters. The atmosphere in this game is very
good, it`s exactly how a horror game should feel and treat you. The sound design consists alot of loud noises, so you`ll probably
experience some jumpscares. The background music is good, but a little bit too much monotonous. The voice actors are sadly
quite bad and ruins the game more than lifts it up. The graphics are OK. The chapter endings are too roughly cutted. The control
mechanics is not that good, and because of that the game gets less scarier than it could have been. The gameplay consists of
walking simulation where you search around an abandoned thai hospital. This game has its flaws, but also some really good
vibes, so all in all I really did find it very enjoyable and it kept me constantly interested in going further into it.. good for one
session of co-op play,. Do you like Strategy games? then buy this. Simple as that, this is one of the best strategy games of all
time.
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